
ATHLETE
ASSESSMENT

FEEDBACK
SHEET

Assesment of aged 16.2 years.                  Assessed in 

          on the 2019/09/22 17.2 deg
My height was 1.743 63.1 kilograms Category 16Boys

It took me 1.117    seconds to sprint 5 meters. 
1.006 seconds

1.078 seconds.                        I am 11% behind them

It took me 1.879 seconds to sprint 10 meters. 

1.714 seconds
1.785 seconds.                        I am 10% behind them

Left 2.639 seconds         Right 2.581 2.461 seconds

2.547 seconds.                              I am 7% behind them on my left

2.491 seconds.                              I am 5% behind them on my right

37.5 cm up in the air. 40.2 cm
38.6 seconds.                    I jump 7% less than them

I was able to do 28
. 31

31 seconds.                  I can do 90% compared with them

I was able to throw a 2kg

7.9 meters in front of me 8.5
8.4 seconds.            I can throw 7% less than them

I ran 1,800 18.2 1,620

1,900 meters.                 I can run 11% more than them

My max HR was 189 Level 18.4
I achieved 93

My grip strength was 36.3
My grip strength was 32.6 37

38.1 kg.                  I can squeeze 1% less than them
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A goal for the next 3 months would be to reduce my time on my right to 

All goals are set based on Kevin's 15 years testing and training programme implementation with young athletes. Not all goals are achieved immediately, however all are possible if the correct pathway is followed. Sit down with your child & 
their coach and discuss these results. Choose one or two that you both feel are most important for the player at this time. Consult a physical trainer if you need to. Determine a plan & implement it. 

If you have any concerns about the athletic development of your child please contact Kevin to discuss the best options available for their success.  

Comparative norms are taken from published fitness data in scientific literature,  previous testing results from elite tennis players and regression equations from the data for the younger age groups. 

 As we assess more regularly we will be able to take biological age into consideration of the results alongside their chronological age. 

kg

DKIT Sports Arena

20% of the top tennis players in Europe can runMy aerobic fitness was assessed during the YoYo IR1 test

                      A goal for the next 3 months would be to increase my score to  

meters in the test.            Level

The quickest I could change direction in the 5-0-5 test was

A goal for the next 3 months would be to increase my height to

A goal for the next 3 months would be to increase my push ups to  

If I work hard, my grip strength should increase to 

medicine ball over my head

A goal for the next 3 months would be to increase my throw to  

20% of the top tennis players in Europe can throw a 2kg medicine ball

kg with my dominant hand

good quality push ups in 60 s.

push ups in one minute

meters

*** Numbers with a blue background are your goal ***

meters during the test

kg with my dominant hand

% of my age predicted HR max

Kevin O'Brien
kevin@trailkids.ie

(087) 7583965

*** Numbers with a red background are your current score ***

20% of the top tennis players in Europe can change direction in

Example

A goal for the next 3 months would be to reduce my time to

20% of the top tennis players in Europe can cover 5m in

meters and my weight was 

A goal for the next 3 months would be to reduce my time to

6 meters is roughly the distance from the baseline to the service line

20% of the top tennis players in Europe can cover 10 meters in

12 meters is roughly the distance from the baseline to the net

The highest I could jump was 20% of the top tennis players in Europe can jump

20% of the top tennis players in Europe have a grip strength of

A goal for the next 3 months would be to reduce my time on my left to 

20% of the top tennis players in Europe can do
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The better you perform in the assessments the closer the yellow will get to the edge 
The outer edge is the best tennis players in Europe the same age group as you


